Interface changes are coming to Canvas! These changes make Canvas easier to use on a wide range of screen sizes. Most of the changes are visual, but they can be a bit surprising.

**What you need to know**

1. **Top-level navigation**: Main navigation has moved from the top of the screen to the left side
2. **Account Button**: Profile, notification, and other settings
3. **Logout Button**: Find by clicking the Account Button
4. **Courses Button**: Find your ⭐ favorite courses listed here as well as the All Courses link
5. **Help Button**: Find HELP in the lower-left corner of the screen
6. **Course Card/Recent Activity Stream Toggle**: Access the Global Activity Stream or see ⭐ favorite courses
7. **Course Card**: Access your favorite courses directly and see any recent activity in the bottom tabs
8. **Course Card Settings**: The color can be set by each user and is also used in the Calendar
9. **Grades Button**: Access your global grade report here